
APPLE VILLAGE ASSISTED LIVING IS HIRING CNA'S AND CAREGIVERS.  


You do not have to be certified!!!


Starting wage $12/hour with CNA Certificate ($11/hour without CNA Certificate)


We're currently looking to fill a full-time Day, Swing & shift caregivers. The Day shift is from 
6:00am to 2:00pm, Swing shift is from 2:00pm-10:00pm and Grave shift is from 10:00pm to 
6:00am.

Opportunity for part time and full time shifts

Job Description:

 Provides quality care to our residents, including ADLs, personal hygiene, assistance in 
activities and recreation, and enhancing the quality of life for our seniors. 

*We offer a .50 cent differential for graveyard shift.

*We are flexible with scheduling and are willing to work with High School and college 
schedules if needed.


*Rotating weekends and holidays. (Work every other weekend) 

*We have a good staff to resident ratio. 

*Close to Weber State and DATC.


Qualifications: 

*Must be at least 18 years of age. 17 if certified.

*Must be able to lift 50 pounds.

*Must be free from any misdemeanors and/or felonies.

*Will need to get Food Handlers Permit, CPR and First Aid certifications.

*Must attend in-service and continuing education programs.

*Must be able to read, write, and speak English.

*Must work every other weekend and rotating Holidays.

 *We E-Verify all new hires.


About Apple Village:

 Apple Village is located in Layton on highway 193 and just off of highway 89. Apple Village 
was established in 1998 in a beautiful setting to help Layton residents age gracefully and safely 
in a family environment. Our specialty trained staff helps our residents of our Type II facility with 
extra aid and care.

 Apple Inn provides secure Memory Care for residents with dementia or Alzheimer's. We strive 
to go above and beyond to ensure our residents are comfortable, happy, and safe at all times.

 Resident care is a top priority at Apple Village. We have low resident to CNA ratio so we can 
keep our residents safe and give them the attention and care that they not only need, but 
deserve. We provide additional training to ensure that they understand the best ways to help a 
resident with Dementia and Alzheimer's.


 ****Visit our website to learn more about our facility and see what our staff has to say about 
working at Apple Village. www.cozyretire.com


